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Kant: Freedom

What is at stake. At 445the end of Section II (see printouts) Kant announces that the formulae of the cate-
gorical imperative and the theory of duty presented in the first two sections are incomplete in one key regard.

Kant interprets his procedure in these sections as the development of a generally accepted (common)moral-
ity and claims that the autonomy of will is the outcome of that development. In other words, the only possible
morality is the one given by the categorical imperative. But we have not shown that any morality is real, or as
he puts it, that it is not a “phantom of the brain”. This will be the subject of Section III.

Now, as we interpreted the discussion of FH, there was already a proof that categorical imperative applies
to the human will, that it does have the power of command. Kant’s current concern, as I understand it, may
loosely be paraphrased thus:

Even if the will is governed by the categorical imperative, and even if morality (explicated with the
concept of duty) is constituted by commitment to the categorical imperative, is it actually so that
human beings do have the will, and that, therefore, they are bound by the categorical imperative?

(6-1)

So I think we can profitably interpret the task of Section III as engaging with a moral sceptic. He is a figure
familiar from Plato, Hobbes, and Hume. He does not quarrel with particular formulae of duties. But he doubts
whether any human action could satisfy or violate these duties. Compare him to an ‘inquisitive atheist’ who is
willing to debate this or that religious duty, but at the same time denies the existence of God. Duties, according
to him, are conditional on the reality of God (morality):

There are duties if, but only if, there is God (morality). Since, however, there is actually no God
(morality), there are no duties either.

(6-2)

Especially in Plato and Hobbes, having dismissed morality, the sceptic then proceeds to locate the real moti-
vators of agency, which he usually finds in ‘happiness’ and self-preservation. It is unclear whether Kant has
anything to say about this further move (most commentators claim he does not, and has never meant to, but I
am not so sure).

Accordingly, section III can be split into two unequal parts. In the first half spanning the first three para-
graphs Kant argues, roughly, that freedom is necessarily correlated with morality. In the second half spanning
most of the remainder Kant argues that freedom can be ascribed to human beings.

Freedom and alien causes. Right 446at the start the will is defined as a “kind of causality” possessed by
rational beings. This definition is problematic, in the first place, because so far we thought of the will in teleo-
logical terms. We thought that willing is characterised by purpose: for example, ‘My will is to quit smoking.’
That is why we were easily able to talk about ‘good will’, meaning here the will that has a good purpose. If
the will is conceived causally, then it is not easy to talk about ‘good causes’ or ‘good causality’. Other inter-
pretations of Kant identify the will with character traits. This is consistent with our thinking of imperatives in
Handout 3 in terms of justification. What ultimately justifies (explains) the action is the agent’s deeper com-
mitments, his character. But now, can character traits be a form of causality? It may then be best to not try
explicating causality or willing inmore primitive terms and hope that the theorymakes sense evenwithout such
explanations.

At all events, Kant’s 446intended contrast is between the power of the will and the power of desire. A parallel
contrast is between freedom as an effective cause and causality according to nature (natural necessity). Observe
Kant’s usage here (as elsewhere in the book): desires are characterised as “alien causes”. One might ask why
they are ‘alien’. Why are my desires any less mine than my will?
Question 1. Give an example illustrating this contrast.

Remark 2. On the subject of alien desires and its relation to the will see Harry Frankfurt, ‘Freedom of the will and the
concept of a person.’

The nature of freedom. To 446say that to be free is to be not determined by natural causes tells us what
freedom is not. But we want to know, positively, what freedom is. Kant interprets this question as the question
of what laws govern free activities. This sounds like a contradiction: could there be laws of freedom? Kant
claims there should be, since freedom is still a form of causality, and any causal behaviour should follow laws.

The Identity thesis. Recall that, according to FA, to act morally is to act on the autonomous determina-
tion of your will. This implies that acting morally involves the ability to resist, with your will, the influence of
desires. So it follows already from the FA that freedom would be necessary for morality. Now Kant wishes to
argue that it is also sufficient. Therefore, a free will and a will acting under moral laws are identical. We have:



Identity thesis Free will is a necessary and sufficient condition for autonomous action and a necessary
and sufficient condition for moral action: Freedom↔ autonomy↔morality.

The argument for the Identity thesis is not difficult to make sense of, but rather more difficult to defend. It 446–47may
be presented as follows:

(1) A free will must be law obedient.
(2) However, a free will cannot obey natural laws.
(3) Therefore, it must obey the laws generated by itself (i.e. it must be autonomous).
(4) Its autonomous laws are regulated by the principle of autonomy.
(5) But the principle of autonomy is a moral principle (i.e. it is expressible in the FA equivalent to the FUL).
(6) Therefore, a free will is governed by a moral principle.

The problemwith this argument is evidently in the transition from the concepts of causality and determinism to
the concepts of morality. In particular, self-determination can be understood in accordance with FA (putatively
equivalent to FUL), or it can be understood as action under self-generated laws. There is no guarantee that
those laws would coincide (let alone, necessarily coincide) with the laws prescribed by FA.

In defence of the Identity thesis. Themain problemwith the thesis, aswe just said, is the apparent
equivocation Kant allows in the meaning of freedom and causality. How can we deal with this problem?

Free agents are able to resist their impulses, yet they can still act on their impusles if they ‘process’ them
to include in their maxims. This processing capability requires freedom—simply because the agent is not con-
trolled by his impulses. Rather, it is he who controls them.

It is instructive to compare such a free agent to a strategic hedonist. The latter is able to resist certain
impulses for short-term gains in order to achieve long-term gains. But why does he frame his long-term gains in
terms of pleasure satisfaction? No doubt he does this, we say, because ultimately he succumbs to his impulses
however cleverly arranged.

This leaves open the further question why autonomy is determined exclusively by the moral law expressed
in the categorical imperative. That is, why does the principle adopted by a rational agent coincide (by necessity)
with the categorical imperative? It is perhaps easy to see why the moral law would be a sufficient condition for
such a principle. If my maxim is right for all rational agents, then it is right for me, too.

But why would the moral law be a necessary condition for the principles adopted by the rational agent?
Presumably this would exclude many innocent principles of skills (i.e. maxims governed by hypothetical imper-
atives). Well, in the light of our earlier discussion and the idea of categorical imperatives as ‘tests’, we can now
say that the non-violation of the moral law should be a necessary condition for the principles adopted by the
rational agent.

Problems. There are two possible problems with Kant’s account I want to mention here. (1) Kant has
identified non-moral actions and immoral ones with those determined by ‘alien causes’. If so, they cannot
really be attributed (or ‘imputed’) to the agent, with the result that the agent should not be blamed for them.
(2) On the other hand, moral actions are identified with those determined by the free will. But the free will
is, again, a kind of causality. So even moral actions cannot be attributed to the agent, with the result that the
agents should not be praised for them. (This has to be elaborated further…)

The reality of freedom. Here 448weare concentrating onKant’s assertion that freedomshould necessarily
be ascribed to rational beings. The argument is very quick: it is easier to say what Kant does not claim than
what he actually claims. A sketch of the argument is as follows:

(1) We necessarily ascribe to rational creatures with a will the idea of freedom under which they act.
(2) To act under the idea of freedom is to be free practically.
(3) To be free practically is to be subject to the same laws as one would have been subject to if the will were

shown to be free on theoretical grounds.
(4) The free will is necessarily subject to the moral law (the Identity thesis).
(5) Since rational creatures have free wills, they are subject to the moral law.
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